Resume template pdf

A professional resume template is a job-application document that outlines your work history, education, skills, professional achievements, and shows why you’re the best candidate for the job.Enhancv’s resume builder is customizable and easy to adapt to any field or experience. Our 1000 design combinations will ensure you can build a resume that’s
unique, elegant, and delivers the right message across.The best resume template for your case will depend on your unique set of skills, qualifications, and professional background. What’s more, its design will change when you consider the company you’re applying for, the job title in question, and, your personality.Our designers made each resume
template you see above in accordance with different levels of experience, or types of industries. We’ve got you covered with a perfect template, be it for a traditional, or creative job, senior or entry-level position.You can also always start from scratch and build your own template, as with Enhancv you’ll have access to 1000s of design
combinations.Using a resume template is not the end of the world. In fact, it can save you time, and you won’t have to think about missing an important section, or messing up the formatting. Whether it’s a template you based your resume on, shouldn’t be on top of your priority list. Instead, focus on tailoring the contents of your resume to each
job.What’s more, using the “Resume Tailoring” feature in the Enhancv builder will help you not to miss out any important skill or requirement from the job description that you should be talking about in your resume.There are three basic resume formats to choose from, and they all revolve around your professional background. In case you’ve got
consistent job history, stick with a reverse-chronological resume format, that uses a timeline order of your previous employments. The functional resume format focuses on your transferable skills and is useful for career changers. Finally, the hybrid (or combination) resume format is a blend of the two - you still have a career progression timeline, but,
sections with skills and accomplishments are also present. The Enhancv templates you see above represent all of those formats, though the combination resumes prevail.Your resume in 2022 should hit the sweet spot between showing your professional achievements and personality uniquely. There's no law that prohibits you from stating who you are,
both as an individual, and as a professional, on your resume. On the contrary, it is becoming ever more important to stand out in the recruitment process and catch the eye of the recruiter with a resume that sparks attention.On a resume, you should include:Neatly organized headerResume summary or resume objectiveWork experience coupled with
professional accomplishmentsEducation and certificationsSkills sectionAdditional information, pertaining to the job offer (awards, hobbies and interests, language skills, etc.)Notice that Enhancv builder will offer you to drag and drop sections yourself and create a professional resume that’s truly yours. Meanwhile, if you need additional advice, head
over to our Resume Examples section and search for specific resume tips for your case.There are two types of skills you should talk about within your resume - hard skills and soft skills. The job description will likely contain every technical requirement that they're looking for in candidates. So, you should strive to add as much as possible of those to
your resume, without being dishonest. Use a simple Skills' section list for that.When it comes to soft skills, find a subtle way to talk about them in your resume. You’ve got plenty of ways to do that through Enhancv templates - within your experience or summary, or through our staple section such as Passions, Strengths, Most Proud Of, and Day of My
Life.Large and unexplained employment gaps leave a bad impression on recruiters. What you can do is note down the reason for unemployment - be it a personal time off to improve physical and/or mental well-being, family matters, or career advancement activities.Job hopping is another red flag that's frowned upon. If you're changing jobs on a whim
without sound enough reasons, you'll have an increasingly hard time scoring the job you've always wanted.As long as each of your jobs' experience is relevant to the position you're applying for, you shouldn't worry about how many they are. It's best to keep it between 10 and 15 years of experience for senior candidates, and one or two pages long in
terms of resume length. In this case, you'll list between 3 and 7 jobs.Make sure your cover letter design matches your resume’s, and their contents complement each other. Whereas in your resume template, you list your accomplishments, in the cover letter, you can expand on a particular event and explain why you’re the right person for the job. If
you need inspiration for how to build your cover letter, check out our library of , real cover letter examples.PDF is the most versatile resume format for jobseekers. Almost all modern job application systems can read PDF files, and it will ensure that your resume arrives intact, no matter what kind of software the HR manager uses to open it.However,
do follow the job application instructions and, if it says they need your resume as a doc file, you can always send along a doc version of your resume.Microsoft Word or Google free resume templates are good enough for old-school, traditional resumes, but they are not useful to build modern resume formats and won't appeal to every job-seeker or
recruiter. Their editors can be clunky, and even a single accidental keystroke can make your whole resume structure fall apart. Enhancv resume builder contains templates that are easily editable, so you can customize your resume to any modern format.Why people love our resume templates?1,195 happy customers shared their experience.“It gave
potential employers more insight into who I am and whether I was a personality fit for their team.”“Enhancv gave me a sense of relief and a feeling of confidence when passing it along to a potential employer.”“Your resume should show employers what you’ve done outside of your and Enhancv helped me accomplish that.”“Enhancv guides you along
what you need to do and you can see if you are missing something.”“At Tesla, the competition is very high, but Enhancv put me in front of other applicants!”“Hands down the best and most intuitive resume builder I've used.”“Before Enhancv I felt like I had so much to offer but it wasn’t coming across.”“A good résumé pops off the page. A bad one
looks like a junior high student managed to sneak into the computer lab... Enhancv improves this process.”“I love it and would recommend it for anyone, it’s so much better than a droll traditional resume.” - CNBC“Enhancv provides you with a bold and lovely template and is incredibly easy to fill out. The clear-cut résumé builder allows you to
customize fonts, colors, backgrounds, and sections.”1,195 happy customers shared their experience. Free resume templates might sound like something a creative professional might want to avoid using, especially if you're a graphic designer. But that's not actually the case, for two reasons. First, most employers aren't looking for overdesigned, flashy
resumes; they just want to digest the basic facts about you in a clear and uncluttered way. And second, if you do want to add your own design touches, then free resume templates are usually customisable in your favourite software, whether that's Photoshop or Illustrator.Having said that, free resume templates aren't generally known for their high
quality. But there are a few decent ones worth downloading, and we've rounded up 16 of the best here, each offering a slightly different take on the format.Want some inspiration before you start putting together your resume? These examples of creative resumes all stand out from the crowd in original and imaginative ways. And to include brilliant
typography, here are the best free fonts around.01. Professional free resume template(Image credit: Chris Do/The Futur)Download here (opens in new tab)Most free resume templates are created by designers who are relatively new to the profession and looking for exposure. But here's a notable exception. Chris Do is the award-winning designer,
founder and CEO of Santa Monica studio Blind (opens in new tab). And he's made the template of his personal resume free to download for job seekers in the industry, via the online education platform The Futur. The document comes in both an Adobe Illustrator file and a PDF, and the design is pretty straightforward and formal. And while it's not
exactly going to wow anyone as a visual, that's kind of the point. The fact that this is based on the real resume of such a successful creative highlights that less can be more when it comes to job applications.02. Stylish free resume templateImage: Fadhli Robbi Download here (opens in new tab)Next on our list of free resume templates is this stylish
design from graphic designer Fadhli Robbi. Created in Adobe Illustrator, you can edit this template to create new colour schemes, add or delete selected sections and change fonts, so that the overall design fully reflects your style. 03. Clean and colourful free resume templateImage: Raka Caesar Download here (opens in new tab)Here's one of the
most simple, yet elegant, free resume templates we've seen in a long while. Designed by Raka Caesar, it offers a very visual guide to your work history, using icons to reveal your interests and a chart-type system to convey your relative strengths in various skills. The file is in the PSD format, so it's fully customisable if you want to replace or add any
content. 04. Free resume template with business cardImage: Alamin Mir Download here (opens in new tab)It's very handy when free resume templates come with added extras, and this one fits right into that bracket. Created by Alamin Mir, in collaboration with Grapphiora (formerly Pixelll), this pack includes a cover letter, resume, image portfolio
page and bonus two-sided business card, and everything is fully customisable.05. Material Design free resume templateImage: Ikono (opens in new tab) Download here (opens in new tab)One of the best free resume templates to be inspired by Google's Material Design framework, this includes areas for professional profile, work experience,
education, skill circles, skill bars, social media icons and images. It's supplied in A4-size format for Adobe Illustrator, InDesign and Photoshop. And if you'd like a covering letter and portfolio template too, the premium version also includes extra colour options, matching business card templates, and custom icons.06. Creative free resume
templateImage: Template.net Download here (opens in new tab)If you know your way around Adobe Illustrator and don't mind getting your hands dirty, then this template is perfect for producing a great-looking resume that you can customise to your personal taste. You can either use it as-is, changing the text and adding a photograph, or you can
spend time editing the colours and tweaking the layout until you have something that more accurately reflects your personality.07. Three-part free resume templateImage: Angga Baskara Download here (opens in new tab)Created by Indonesian graphic designer Angga Baskara, this elegant template covers all the bases with three sections: a main info
page featuring eye-catching progress bars to illustrate your main skills; a covering letter; and a portfolio section where you can add a selection of your work, in the form of images and short descriptions.08. Vintage-style free resume templateImage: Graphic Google Download here (opens in new tab)This splendidly vintage-looking template has
deliciously earthy tones, and comes as an AI file so you can adjust it to your heart's content. Be aware, though, that the fonts aren't included, so you'll either have to hunt them down yourself (they're all free fonts, luckily) or substitute your own.09. Creative designer free resume templateImage: PSDFreebies Download here (opens in new tab)Fully
layered and well-organised to keep customisation nice and easy, this bold and punchy visual template enables you to get yourself and your skills across quickly, without any messing around. It comes as a print-ready 300dpi A4 PSD, ready for editing in Photoshop.10. Project-based free resume templateImage: Graphic Pear Download here (opens in
new tab)Depending on the type of application process you're dealing with, it may be appropriate to include samples of your work within your resume. This most attractive of free resume templates is perfect if you have images of visual work that you'd like to include, and there's also space for a cover letter. 11. Timeline free resume templateImage:
Patryk Korycki Download here (opens in new tab)This timeline-based template was created by graphic designer Patryk Korycki. Supplied as an AI file, it employs the free typeface Open Sans, with various fields available to enter your education details, skills, interests and much more.12. Stylish free resume templateImage: Ikono Download here (opens
in new tab)This most stylish of free resume templates features all the details you need to include, along with a neat sidebar holding a profile and references. There's also a timeline in which you can list your employment history, an online profile section to show just how social media-savvy you are, and a software skills bar graph to showcase your
skills. It's supplied in PSD, AI and INDD formats.13. Icon-based free resume templateImage: Fernando Báez Download here (opens in new tab)If icons are your thing, check out this coolest of free resume templates from designer Fernando Báez. A sectionalised design, complete with stylish type and icons included (you get the CV in AI format and the
icons in PSD), this template allows you to customise it with your own icons too.14. Typography-focused free resume templateImage: Pixeden Download here (opens in new tab)Here's one of those free resume templates that may not be to everyone's taste, but which certainly makes an impact. A central typographic column bursts out to boxes in which
you can add your details. The template comes in AI format so you can easily export a PDF – and it comes in black and white so you can get creative with colours.15. Simple free resume templateImage: Pixeden Download here (opens in new tab)Simplicity is the key in another one of our favourite type-based free resume templates. This one puts your
profile at the top, then lists experience and education in simple boxes. There's also a professional skills section enabling you to give yourself a percentage score on languages and professional skills. The Illustrator file makes the most of colour to aid the reader.16. Clean free resume templateImage: Mats-Peter Forss Download here (opens in new
tab)This most customisable of free resume templates comes from designer Mats-Peter Forss. It comes in both PSD and AI formats, and has a Smart Object header, so you can quickly and easily link in an image of your choice. It's A4, 300dpi, and with 3mm bleed, so completely print-ready. Just add your logo, bio, experience and so on, and you're ready
to print and send.Related articles:
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